§1. Introduction
Transition probabilities of the £2"transitions from 4+ to state and to 0+ state in even-even deformed nuclei in mass region and A ^230 have been studied by several researchers, ^'j-transitions are almost everywhere much faster than single particle allows. This fastness suggests a sort of collective motion of the nucleons inside the nucleus. Several phenomenological nuclear models^"'^' have been proposed to explain the collective behaviour of these transitions. Among these the asymmetric rotor model^"'^^ is one of the successful models. In this model it is assumed that the rotation of the nucleus takes place without change of the intrinsic state. The equilibrium shape of the nucleus is like a triaxial ellipsoid and is determined by the two parameters Pq and y^, where jSQ is the deformation parameter and y^ is the nonaxiality parameter which determines the deviation from the axial symmetry. Later, Davydow and Rostovsky'^' have treated the problem of collective excitation by taking into account the interactions of the rotations with p and y vibrations.
A few years ago, attempts were made'""^' to establish a correlation between the experimental and theoretical transition probabilities of 4;^2;, and transitions. They reported that the factor Fdr(.=^(E2Xxp/ B(E2)dr) increases slowly with the increase in the value of non-axiality parameter However, for transitions between and 2y-y0g, the data points were too meagre to draw any reliable conclusion. It was also reported earlier®' that the factor B{E2)sp) decreases gradually with the increase of 70-The above trends could be established on the basis of the then available experimental data. Theoretical calculations of i'z-transition probabilities within the framework of DR model could not be extended to other deformed nuclei for which relevant experimental informations were not present. During the last few years a lot of new experimental data have become available in the mass region 150^ .4 <196 and /I >230. So a reexamination of the trends of 2^-^Q^XJBiE^, vs yo, vs 70, vs 70 and BiE^a^ --Ot)sP vs 70 is considered worthwhile. In addition to it, mathematical relations, which could represent the above trends, have been proposed.
§2. Calculation of Transition Probabilities
The expressions due to the DR model'^' for the reduced E^ transition probabilities inside the ground rotational band as well as from the 2"^ state of K=2 vibrational band to O' *^ state of ground rotational band are given by,
B(E2, 2;^0") = e^Qll\6n 1/5(1-3/25) 
The experimental transition probabilities have been taken from the literature.
§3. Results and Discussion
The results of the present calculations are given in Table I . Figure 1 shows the behaviour of the ratios Fsp and For against the nonaxiality parameter 'jq determined from the ratios From upper part of Fig. 1 it is clear that the value of factor Egp decreases as the value of asymmetry parameter 'yo' increases from 0° to 30°. The increase in the value of 'yo' follows the change from rotational limit (strongly deformed nuclei) to vibrational limit (almost spherical nuclei). The difference between single particle estimate and experimental rate is quite large in well deformed region. This is not surprising because the single particle model is not applicable to deformed nuclei where there are large number of nucleons outside the closed shells. The solid line is drawn to focus the attention to the fact that most of the points may It is apparent from the Fig. 1 that the value of the factor F^r changes smoothly from one isotope to another. However, the factor Fj,r changes sharply in Sm and Ga. It may be due the transition from the almost spherical to the well deformed nuclei between 88 and 90 neutrons^®' provided proton number In Fig. 2 It is apparent from the 
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00 00 \0 00 Table, it is clear that the model does not reproduce fairly well the absolute experimental rates. For all cases, the DR model predicts somewhat smaller values of £2 transition probabilities compared to experimental rates. The disagreement between theoretical estimates to experimental rates can be brought down by treating the unit radius (/-q) as a free parameter. The deviations could be reduced to 50% when the values of Vq' was taken to be 1.5 instead of 1.2 fm. in the calculations. It is interesting to note that the value of Vq' (=1.5fm.) is equal to that obtained by Satchler'®' from the optical model analysis of a-particle scattering for various elements.
Statistical Theory Calculations of Neutron-Capture
Cross-Sections at 24 keV Neutron-capture cross-sections are calculated using Margolis formula based on statistical theory at 24 keV for 48 nuclei, using low energy resonance parameters. In these calculations we have taken into account the contribution due to S-, p-and «/-wave neutrons. In general, the agreement between the theoretical and the experimental cross-sections for the cases enumerated is satisfactoi'y, when </"y>/<Z)> is taken to be the same for s-and /i-wave neutrons.
• NUCLEAR REACTIONS, £=24keV; Calculated a(n,y). Statistical . theory; deduced [<r,>/<Z)>]p_""".
§1. Introduction
Nuclear reactions data have been investigated primarily to obtain knowledge about nuclear structure and reaction mechanism. The crosssections in the keV energy region are useful in the design of fast reactors as well as in the study of cosmological theory of element formation in the universe." To understand clearly the element building formation, neutron capture cross-sections data are required in the few tens of keV energy region. Unfortunately, capture cross-sections in the keV region are known at isolated energies; and these are also not known for all isotopes because most of these cross-sections have been measured using activation technique. This technique is limited to those cases where the life time of product nucleus is neither very short nor very long. In order to understand nucleosynthesis theory Alien et al.^^ used emperical expressions for finding the neutron-capture cross-sections at 30 keV where they were not known experimentally. For this reason, the need may arise for calculating the cross-sections in those cases when they are not known from experiment.
In this energy region the neutron-capture reaction takes place mostly through compound nucleus mechanism. The only problem in evaluating the cross-sections for this kind of reaction is the precise knowledge of the parameters involved in the theoretical formula. No systematic calculations of the cross-section have been done so far in this energy region. In the present work, neutron total capture cross-sections at 24 keV for 48 nuclei with mass number 45 < A < 232 have been calculated on the basis of statistical theory. We have used the expression of Margolis^' for these calculations. It is not known whether ^ is same for i-and />-wave neutrons. We have performed these calculations assuming (a) that <ry>/<Z)> is same^'®' for j-, p-and (/-wave neutrons (b) that <ry>/<D> for p-and t/-wave is (2/-t-1) time^"®' that of the j-wave, assuming <ry> to be same®' for s-, p-and (/-wave neutrons. The present paper is devoted to presenting these theoretical values alongwith the experimental data. It is concluded that <ry>/<D> is the same for s-and /7-wave neutrons.
§2. Calculations Based on Statistical Theory
The statistical theory of nuclear reactions is based on two main assumptions: (a) Bohr picture of the compound nucleus formation holds true, and (b) there is an overlapping of the levels at the excitation energy where the compound nucleus is formed. In keV energy region the first assutaption is completely valid whereas the assumption (b) also seems to be valid provided the energy spread of the incident neutron beam is greater than the spacing of the levels so that many compound states are simultaneously excited.
The following expression for («, y) crosssection, using statistical theory, was used^'
where I is the spin of the target nucleus, j is the channel spin, J is the spin of a level in the compound nucleus, InX is the deBrogli wave length of the incident neutron, E" is the energy of the nth excited state, 7", is the transmission coefficient for the /-th partial wave, /' is the angular momentum of the emitted neutron and eji is the statistical factor. While calculating cross-sections we have included the contribution of angular momentum of neutrons up to 1=2, as only sand /?-wave neutrons contribute predominantly to the capture cross-section at 24 keV in most of the target nuclei." The neutron transmission coefficients were calculated using the data of Campbell et we have taken the spherical complex well potential with diffuse edges^^ and the value of nuclear radius as /?=(1.25 A^/^O.S) fermis in the calculations of Ti-
The factor in the expression (1), which accounts for the energy and level density dependence of the width Fy is given by rB'
where B' is the effective neutron binding energy which takes into account the pairing effect, E is the energy of incident neutron, and the level density p(E') at excitation energy E' on the basis of Fermi gas Model, is given by [2(aEn E and lAI are the energy and multipole order, respectively, of the y-radiation emitted in the decay of the compound nucleus. It is assumed"^ that dipole radiation predominates over other higher multipoles, the ratio of the two is of the order of 10"^. is defined as Dj/lnry^ where r^^ is the radiation width and Dj is the level spacing between levels of same spin and parity. We have done two set of calculations of the capture cross-sections once taking into account Jdependence of through Dj and in another taking ^ to be independent of J.
and ^ denote the value with the without /-dependence.
The parameter ^ was calculated by taking the average value of level spacing D and radiation width Fy from the recently known resonance parameters.
While calculating ^ the average level spacing D for zero spin target nuclei, was taken to be equal to the observed level spacing, whereas for nonzero spin target nuclei, the average level spacing was taken to be twice that of the observed level spacing.'^-'®' It has been shown^°' that (F^} and (D) do not change significantly up to 100 keV of incident neutron energy and hence these low energy resonance parameters can be safely used at 24 keV.
The j-wave contribution to capture crosssection has been calculated using j-wave resonance parameters available in literature.The ;>-wave contributions have been calculated following two different approaches :
(a) that <r,>/<£>> is same'-^' for 5-, p-and rf-wave neutrons.
(b) that <ry>/<Z)> for p-and ^/-wave is (1J+ 1) times'^"" that of the 5-wave, assuming <ry> to be same®' for s-, p-and fi?-wave neutrons.
§3. Results
The results of the present calculations are summarized in Table I . In column first and second are given the target nucleus and the values of ^ for different isotopes. The third and fourth columns contain the computed cross-sections corresponding to ^ and (=<D>/27cr/2/-l-l)) respectively. The errors in the calculated cross-section values are due to errors present in the value of resonance parameters. Various experimental values^ of total capture cross-sections mostly obtained by activation technique using Sb-Be photoneutron source, which has an energy spread 5 keV,^"'' have been suitably averaged in fifth column of Table I Practically for all cases given in Table I , the contribution of the t/-wave to capture cross-section is very small in comparison with s-and ;7-wave, so it is difficult to say whether (^r.^yKD} for d-wa.\e is same as that of swave. However, the contribution of ;?-wave to the capture corss-section is either comparable or more than j-wave contribution in most of the cases, therefore, it is easy to verify whether <ry>/<Z)> is the same for s-and /7-wave. It is clear from the Fig. 1 that most of the points are closer to the line corresponding to the ratio 1, within experimental uncertainties, when ^ is taken to be independent of J; thus confirming that is the same for s-and /?-wave. From 
